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-I-
CONFERENCE ON THE ENLARGEMENT OF THE

COMMUNITY

On 26 and 27 June I980. the Economic and Social Committee held
an important conference on the enlargement of the Community. The
conference - the first of its kind - was attended by leaders of the major
socio-economic organizations from the Nine. Greece, Spain and portu.
gal, the President-in-office of the Council. Mr ZAMBERLETTI, and
Mr SPAAK. Commission Director-General in charge of the accession
negotiations. More than one hundred people attended this conference
which was based on previous work by the Committee and particularly
its Opinion on enlargement of 28 June 1978.

Among the European groupings represented at the conference were
the following :

UNICE (lndustry), Chambers of Commerce, CEEP (public enter-
prises), ETUC (trade unions), COPA (farmers), COGECA (agricultural
cooperatives), UEAPME (small and medium enterprises), SEPLIS
(professions), BEUC and EUROCOOP (consumers), and COFACE
(families).

The conference sought to explore the various facets of the difficul-
ties thrown up by enlargement. Participants worked together to find
how Community policies can develop along lines which will help eradi-
cate regional, economic and social imbalances.

A wide-ranging debate took place on the problems underlying
enlargement, including the developme nt of the Community, strengthe-
ning the institutions, agriculture, social policy, employment, free
movement of workers, industrial policy and regional policy and the
implications for Community external relations, particularly vis-h-vis
certain non-member Mediterranean countries.

Extracts from speeches

In his opening speech the Chairman of the Committee, Mr VANNI,
pointed out that by inviting representatives of economic and so.cial
interest groups in the Nine and in Greece, Spain and Portugal to hold a
joint discussion on the complex issues of enlargemgnt, the Committee
had demonstrated its desire to carry out within the framework of the
Community Institutions, its role as the vehicle for the democratic and
pluralistic involvement of economic and social interest groups and their
representative bodies in the running of the Communty.
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The aim of the Conference was to help to find solutions to the
problerns by bringing about an increasingly broad consensus amongst
the various interest groups in favour of the development of Community
policies designed to help remove regional. economic and social imba-

lance s.

Although it was not the role of lhe Commitlee to put forward new

policies. it should pinpoint the short and midium-term obstacles to
enlargement. The Committee had already given its full political backing

to enlargement. By organizing the Conference the Committee wished to

reaffirm its support for enlargement. which it regarded as a vital instru-
ment for building Europe on lasting foundations.

The President-in-office of the Council. Mr ZAMBERLETTI.
Under-secretary of State at the ltalian Ministry of Foreign Affairs'
pointed out thal the Council had reacted positively to the Greek. Spa-

nish and Poiluguese applications for membership. The final stage had

been reached in the initial negotiations designed to identify the problems
which would be raised by the accession of Spain and Portugal. The work
carried out so far had made it possible to assess fairly accurately the
impact which Spanish and Portuguese accession would have on the
Community. The failure to meet the deadlines set out at the beginningof
the period of the Italian presidency. in spite of the Council's commit-
ment. was not due to slowness of work but to the practical difficulties

The Greek Delegation attending the Enlargement Conference.
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which had caused considerable delays in the presentation of some of the
commission's proposals. The proposars diaring with agricurture in
Portugal' and fishing in Spain and portugal had still to bi submitted.
Nevertheless, awareness of the problems had not eroded the polirical
will to proceed with negotiations without a break.

MR ZAMBERLETTI also mentioned the budgetary problem
which enlargement would pose for the Community. That problem would
make it necessary to reconsider the current < own resources > system.

The speaker thought that both in the Member States and the appli-
cant countries the political will to proceed with negotiations should be
accompagnied by the will to find the most suitable ways and means of
ensuring that the Community would be strengthened by the second
enlargement.

Mr SPAAK, the Commission Director-General in charge of the
enlargement negotiations, started by pointing out that Greece would
become the tenth member of the European Community on I January
1981, since all the Member States had ratified the Treaty of Accession
signed in Athens on 28 May 1979.

Turning to the negotiations with Spain and portugal, the speaker
reaffirmed the commissions's wish to get down to the detailed discus-
sions in the autumn and bring them to an end some time in l9gr. Spain
and Portugal would then be able to become members in 19g3.

The negotiations would not go far enough to ensure that the Com_
munity of Twelve achieved the desirable degree of homogenity by the
end of the transition period regardless of how long that period was. It
was vital.for enlargement to be backed up by a strengthening of the
Community's internal cohesion, which would involve compleiing the
common market and strengthening the common policies.

Depending on the measures taken, enlargement could either
worsen the situation in the Community or round off the building of the
Community edifice.

After having touched on the agricultural problems with which the
Community would have to contend if it wanted to meet the new chal_
lenge, Mr SPAAK pointed out that the presence of twelve members
would put a considerable strain on the institutions and the decision-
making procedures. Hence the need for increased solidarity, which
should be borne out in a more frequent use of majority voting whenever
the topics under discussion did not touch on vital interests and did not
warrant a unanimous decision.

***
The representatives of the Economic and Social Committee of the

European Communities said that the Committee had accepted the prin-



The Portuguese Delegation.

ciple of enlargement in an Opinion which had been carried almost
unanimously. The Opinion had referred to the institutional and econo-
mic problems which the Community had to solve if the second enlarge-
ment was to be a success.

MrAlois PFEIFFER(German memberof the Economic and Social
Committee sitting on the Workers' Group) summarized the Commit-
tee's Opinion and pointed out that the Committe had highlighted the

sacrifices and efforts needed to carry the negotiations through to a

successful conclusion. The aim was not to weaken but to strengthen the
Community. The burdens and problems of adaption should be borne by
all parties acting in a spirit of solidarity.

Economic policy had to contribute towards the implementation of a
dynamic employment policy in the Community, for the improvement of
general living standards hinged on this. The Community's efforts in the
field ofregional policy should therefore centre on the creation ofperma-
nent jobs.

Mr PFEIFFER, on behalf of the Committee, formally assured the
delegates that considerable importance was attached to the smooth
integration of the applicant countries into the European Community.

Mr EMO CAPODILISTA (Member of the Economic and Social
Committee, Italy - Various Interests Group) put forward the Commit-

4
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tee's view on the agricultural aspect. Enlargement would mean a consi-
derable increase in the proportion offarms requiring structural change
and would exacerbate regional imbalances. There was a risk that the
enlarged Community would have large surpluses of some Mediterra-
nean agricultural products. At the same time it was possible that the
structural surpluses in certain N<lrth European agricultural products
would merely be reduced. but not eliminated.

It was indispensable that a strategy be worked out with the new
Member States for switching to new crops, in particular to crops rich in
vegetable protein.

Radical measures were needed; therefore the transitional period
must aim to ensure that, before the final phase, there was a real align-
ment of economic conditions in the Community and in the applicant
countries; it should do this by providing adequate safeguard clauses and
updating the socio-structural Directives to make them applicable in the
Mediterranean regions. thanks to increases in Community funding.

***
Speaking on behalf of UNICE. its President, Mr CARLI, stated

that his organization hoped the Community could be enlarged. Enlar-
gement must not, however. weaken the Community or downgrade it to a
customs union; nor must it lead to protectionism. Enlargement must not
endanger the measures taken in respect of non-Community countries,
such as the preferential agreements. Its negotiating power must not be
weakened. Mr CARLI referred to three main problems : firstly, structu-
ral problems, insofar as the Community would be faced by differing
levels of development. Secondly. economic uncertainty. Thirdly, insti-
tutional procedures would have to be improved and a start made right
now on studying this problem.

The Community must make the necessary adjustments so that the
acceding countries could fall in line with its existing rules. The Commu-
nity must avoid protectionist measures, while the applicant countries
must resist invoking the saf'eguard clauses. In short, UNICE favoured
enlargement provided that it did not undermine the Community's past
achievements.

The point of view of industrialists in the three applicant countries
was then put forward :

I . For the Spanish confederation of industrial organizations the confe-
rence had been overtaken by recent events.
The Spanish people were impatient for membership and were wor-
ried about possible delays in the negotiations.
Spanish industry was ready and willing to adapt so it could come into
the Community. It had already begun the requisite economic and
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social restructuring, but it asked the Community to assume its res-
ponsibilities too.
For the Portuguese industrial association, Portugal's entry into the

Community was the logical continuation of that country's history
and would consolidate democracy in Portugal. Accession meant
working out a new development model based on competition and the
role of private enterprise. Public corporations would have to adapt to
those rules.

Stress was laid on the need for the Community to help Portugal
restructure and stimulate the investments essential to economic
development.

The Greek employers, affirmed that despite the difficulties which
some sectors were facing, Greek industry was determined to adapt to
the new circumstances brought about by accession.

The Greek people were in favour of accession. Industry had to be

restructured to improve productivity. The public sector would have
an important role to play in that context.

The hesident of the European Trade Union Confederation, Mr
Wim KOK, speaking on behalf of his organization, stressed the impor-

3.
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The Spanish Delegation.
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tance ofaccession to the strengthening o[democracy in the three canii-
date countries. Although the economic difficulties of the EEC Member
States were serious. the negotiation timetable had to be kept to. One of
the factors essential to ensuring the success of enlargement would be the
stepping-up offinancial transfers from the rich to the poor regions: the
amounts provided so far had been quite inadequate for promoting eco-
nomic development. Such. a project fior southern Europe could help in
getting the Community economy moving again. which was more neces-
sary than ever. The economic and social problems which workers had to
face up to. the most serious of which was unemployment, could only be

solved at international and Community level. The key instruments for
doing this would be improved co-ordination and the convergence of
economic policies.

As far as freedom of movement for workers was concerned, the
trade union movement considered that this basic right, like the other
aspects of Community legislation, had to be granted to citizens of the
acceding countries. But the structural unemployment in certain regions
would require freedom of movement to be phased in during a transitio-
nal period.

The representatives of Greek, Portuguese and Spanish workers
stressed that they supported enlargement in principle but also expressed
certain concerns. Steps,should be taken to see that workers benefited
fully from what the Community had achieved. First of all, accession to
the Community should improve their living conditions and standard of
living. In the field of social policy the most urgent issues were unem-
ployment, the use of the Social Fund, vocational training, helping
backward regions, providing freedom of movement for workers in
accordance with Community rules and getting these rules incorporated
in national legislation.

The unions were worried about the position of multinationals in the
Community.

At national level, there had been complaints about an inadequate
flow of information between the unions and the authorities responsible
for negotiations.

It was hoped that enlargement would further political and economic
progress in the new Member States, and help to safeguard workers'
interests.

The economies of the applicant countries would have to be resttuc-
tured, and any delay in the negotiations would create an element of
uncertainty. 

,r
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On hehirlf of COPA its Vice Plesidenr. Mr LUTEIJN. wenr inro the
ilgricullulill prohlenrs which would be created hy enlargement. COPA
agreecl that fulther countries shoultl be able to join the Community. But
it w:rs essentiirl not to undelestintute the difficulties. which had alarmed
a nunrher of ftrrnters.

One of the prerequisites was that CAP should not be dismantled -i.e. adequate funds would hirve to be available. COPA could not agree to
CAP guiu'antees heing scaletl down. Current production should not be
saclificetl. The underlying principles of CAP - uniform prices. prefe-
rence fbr Ctlmmunity plotluction und financial solidarity - should be
retili ned.

COPA had irlways favoured adoption of a fairly long-term socio-
stlucturll policy. For the itpplicant countries that would entail u long
transitionirl period. perhups comprising three five-yeilr stages.

The representatives ofCreek. Portuguese and Spanish agricultural
organizations described lheir national agricultural sectors and the pro-
blems they ftrced.

Specill reference should be made to stt'uctut'al weaknesses. the
small size of htlldings and the inadequate distribution system. Accession
should help to remedy tho\e shortcomings. A long transitional period
was conceivable. but Conrnrunity regional. social and political facilities
should be fully available from the outset.

The Spanish delegations were very critical about the cun'ent treat-
ment of Spanish agricultural produce in the Community. An enlarged
Community should condemn violence. it should be a Community of
fraterni ty.

***
Before summing up the ESC Chairman. Mr VANNI. stated that.

while it was not the task of the Economic and Social Committee to put
forward new political assessments. it should nevertheless identify the
obstacles to enlargement in the short and medium term and look for
ways of overcoming them. The Committee had already given its full
support to enlargement and intended to continue to promote this funda-
mental instrument for lasting European unity.

He then welcomed the broad consensus on the fundamental nature
of enlargement. The Conference was pleased that. according to Council
and Commission spokesmen. negotiations w'ere on schedule.
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Mr VANNI endorsed the wish expressed by sever,al participants
that socio.economic interest groups should be more closely involved in
negotiations via regular briefings from the rrppropriate authorities,

ln the light of the Conference's finrlings. the Committee willconti-
nue to keep the Community lnstitutions informed of the views of socio,
economic groups and endeavour to strengthen the links between the
economic and social interest groups in the Twelve,
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l80th PLENARY SESSION

The European Communities' Economic and Social Committee held
its l80th Plenary Session at its headquarters in Brussels on 2 and 3 July
1980. Its Chairman, Mr Raffaele VANNI, presided.

The guest speaker at the Session was the President ofthe European
Parliament, Mrs Simone VEIL.

SPEECH BY MRS. VEIL

Mrs VEII. began by saying that for the first time in the Communi-
ty's history a President of the European Parliament had been invited to
address the Economic and Social Committee. She saw her visit as a sign

At the right Mrs. Veil, President of the European Parliament. At the left
Mr. Vanni, Chairman of the Economic and Social Committee, at the
Plenary Session.
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of the will of the Economic and Social Committee and the European
Parliament, while respecting each other's autonomy and character. to
work together towards strengthening the Community in the difficult
times we were traversing.

After referring briefly to the present situation of the European
Parliament and emphasizing that the entry of political forces directly
elected by the people on to the Community scene had straight away been

a dynamic factor in what had so far been regarded by public opinion as a

largely technocratic entity, Mrs VEIL spoke about relations between
the Economic and Social Committee and the European Parliament. The
European Parliament, she said, wanted increased cooperation between
itself and the Committee, as called for in the report of the " Three Wise
Men " (the Dell report). The aim of such cooperation had to be to
improve the quality and speed of the Community's work, and its princi-
ple should be respect for the autonomy of each of the assemblies.

Instead of harming such cooperation, the direct election of the
Parliament had made cooperation both easier and more necessary than
in the past, inasmuch as it highlighted the distinctions that had to be
drawn between a political assembly and an assembly where economic
and social interests expressed themselves.

The will to cooperate was shown by the fact that the political
committee of the European Parliament, as part of its reflections on
inter-institutional relations iri the Community, was preparing a report on
relations with the Economic and Social Committee.

Mrs VEIL considered that it would be neither realistic nor in
accordance with the Treaties (or the principle of autonomy of the
institutions) to share the work'between ESC Sections and European
Parliament committees.

There was however a lot to be said for stepping up the exchange of
information between the two assemblies. Much had already been done
in this respect : on about ten occasions Rapporteurs had been heard by
EP committees and members of the Economic and Social Committee
had taken part in the work of those committees; there had been meetings
and exchanges of views between the chairmen of parliamentary commit-
tees and ESC Sections and , mainly recently, invitations had been sent to
ESC Rapporteurs to take part in the hearings organized by the European
Parliament.

When an ESC Opinion had been issued on a text submitted to the
European Parliament Mrs VEIL thought it highly desirable that this
Opinion be pointed out and examined at committee and Plenary Session
discussions. The fact that the Rapporteurs of the EP committees could
on occasion supplement their reports by the Opinion delivered by the
Economic and Social Committee could be of great interest, whether this
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Opinion was unanimous, which was a valuable indication, or contained
a statement of the minority view.

Special mention had to be made of the cooperation provided for in
the Lom6 Convention between the economic and social interest groups
of the EEC Member States and the ACP States.

For both practical reasons anrJ as a matter of principle it would not
be in the interests of either the Economic and Social Committee or the
European Parliament to over-formalize mutual contacts; some kind of
" method " should probably be introduced taking account of the work
programmes of the two institutions.

In conclusion, Mrs VEIL stated that if the ESC and the Parliament
succeeded in establishing a flexible, orderly working relationship, those
members who. because they had no national counterpart to the Econo-
mic and Social Committee or for other reasons, were hesitant about
closer cooperation would soon realize the advantages.

If dialogue and comprehension betwen men and women who res-
pected each other's viewpoints and were fired by the same ideals, were
the best ways of solving difficulties and advancing the European Com-
munity, there was a good future for links between the Committee and
Parliament.

SPEECH BY MR DE PRECIGOUT

Replying to Mrs. Veil's speech, Mr de PRECIGOUT, speaking on
behalfofthe employers, expressed satisfaction at the direct election of
the European Parliament, which had afforded the people of Europe a
wider choice in the matter of European integration.

The difficulties facing Europe were a source of serious concern to
the representatives of Group I. In this connection, it would be regret-
table if doctrinal divergences were to become an excuse for inaction.

Group I was particularly alive to the unfavourable employment
situation in the Community, which was liable to jeopardize the protec-
tion of liberty.

While stressing the need for the European Parliament and the ESC
to preserve their autonomy and their specific functions, Mr de PRECI-
GOUT expre3sed himself pleased at the cooperation between the two
bodies. By way of example, he drew attention to the importance of the
cooperation in the Community's relations with the developing coun-
tries. This had made it possible to promote contacts between EEC and
ACP economic and social interest groups following an ESC suggestion
and an initiative by the European Parliament.

collsvs
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The Community's international relations formed an important and

complex problem. In this connection, the representative of Group I

stated that behind the political conflicts there were concrete problems
that the economic and social interest groups could help to resolve.

SPEECII BY MR DEBUNNE

Speaking on behalf of the Workers' Group, Mr DEBUNNE ex-
pressed the hope that the Parliament would gradually exercise a demo-
cratic, responsible control and adopt measures to stimulate the Euro-
pean institutions. He hoped that Mrs VEIL would spearhead the move
to give the Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee more
influence with the Council of Ministers and the Commission. He was
pleased to learn that its President was in favour of cooperation between
the Parliament and the Committee based on respect for each institu-
tion's autonomy and specilic functions.

He rejected the idea of a distribution of tasks between the two
institutions. But cooperation and mutual information between the
Parliament and the Committee would become more and more necessa-
ry. It was important that the majority and minority Opinions of the
Economic and Social Committee should not only be taken into account
as technical opinions but should also have a real influence on the final
decisions taken.

Mr DEBUNNE noted that Mrs VEII- had stressed the need to
maintain agricultural incomes. He pointed out that workers were
fighting to preserve the rights they had acquired and wanted to ensure
that the part of the Treaty dealing with upward harmonization was
observed. He warned that unemployment was a dangerous disease for
democracy and expressed the hope that the Parliament would take up
this question.

SPEECH BY MR GERMOZZI:

Mr GERMOZZI, Chairman of the Various Interests Group, stated
that this Group which represented small businesses, farmers, consu-
mers, cooperatives and the professions saw Parliament as an essential
counterbalance to technocratic dominance and a bulwark against
attempts to oversimplify and pigeon-hole all economic, social and even
political activity. The Economic and Social Committee was the Parlia-
ment's partner and the Various Interests Group stressed the need (a) to
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brief Parliamentut'ians about the Committee's activity and (b) to esta-

blish closer links between the Parliamentary Committees and the ESC
Sections and between Rapporteurs. The Committee appreciated the

Parliament's concern for a clirect dialogue with the representatives of
economic and social activity. The orgirnizations represented on Group
Ill welcomed dialogue with Parliament which they were convinced must

reflect the views of the entire spectrum of economic and social interests.

CONCLUSION BY THE COMMITTEES'S CHAIRMAN; MR VANNi

In conclusion. Mr VANNI declared that he was pleased to hear
from Mrs VEIL that the Parliament - like the Committee - was keen

on strengthening relations. He was convinced that these relations could
be organized more efficiently along non-bureaucratic lines and could be

fruitfully developed in the Community's interest.

He thought that, in a nutshell these relations could take the form of
(a) rapid and purposeful exchanges of information and documentation
and (b) Committee members being asked to address Parliamentary
Committees plus contacts between Parliamentary Committees and ESC

Sections. If some of the ESC's meetings were of special interest to the

Parliament. representatives of the Parliament's Secretariat would
always be welcome to attend. He also referred in this context to the

extremely beneficial annual meetings between socio-economic
spokesmen of the Nine and the ACP States, organized under the auspi-

ces of the Joint Committee of the ACP/EEC Consultative Assembly.

The favourable response which the Committee had always given to,

strengthening its relations with the Parliament had become all thi more
warranted since the direct elections. By virtue of its nature and its
make-up, the Parliament had a top-level political funition to fulfil. Its
members, elected by the peoples of Europe, voiced the Community's
aspirations and problems. However, prior to reaching their decisions,
they could learn a lot from the discussions held within the ESC's four
walls by the representatives of socio-economic interests. This proposal

did not mean that the two institutions' respective roles would become

confused.
The serious economic and social problems facing Europe and the

need to revitalize the institutions required a universal commitment hnd
institutions capable of creating a new impetus themselves. All the
Committee members were grateful for what the Parliament had been

able to do in this direction in its first year of work despite a number of
practical and organizational difficulties.
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Adoptlort of Opinions

I. AIR TRANSPORT SERVICES

The runtribttliou o.l'the Ettntpeun Commttttitit'.t to the tleteloptn?nt (t'
uir trunspon.rclricc.r

Glst of the Menrorandurn

In the Commission's opinion. it is time to discuss the long- rtnd
meditrm-terrtr ohjt,ctiws of u Comrnunity uir transpoft policy with the
cirtles concerned. Consideration should subsequently be given to Drilu-
.rrrrc.r which could usefully he initiated in the short and medium term.

Ail transpolt must be trdnpted to modern contlitions and make use
ofthe significnnt changes thlt huve taken plnce recently throughout the
world in civil trviltion.

ln its Memorandum the Comrnission lays dowrr the mnjor objec-
tives on a future policy for improving the market structure of uir trans-
port in the Community and ptoposes il number of measures for achie-
ving these objectives in the short and medium term. Attuched to the
Memorandum is an analysis of the present market structure of Commu-
nity air trilnspolt. which forms the background to the Commission's
new policy measures.

O-bJectlves and implementlng mqesures

The memorandum proposes four major objectives for the im-
provement of Cornmunity air transport. These objectives are intended
to further the interests ofusefs. airlines. staffand the general public and
at the same time take account of the Community's overall aims.
Users :

As comprehensive as possible an air transport network with efIi.
cient services at the lowest possible prices without discrimination:
Alrlines :

Financially healthy airlines. lower operating costs and higher pro-
ductivity:
Staft :

Protection ofthe interests ofairline workers in the general context
of social progress. including elimination of obstacles to free access to
employmertt;
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General public :

Improvement of the living conditions of, the public at large espe-
cially in the areas of health and environmental protection (e.g. aircraft
noise. regional development. rational use of energy. etc.).

These objectives take account of the firct that the structure of
Community and world air transport is largely determined by State
influence in the areas ofbilateral agreements. routes. tariffs and capaci-
ty. This means that direct price and tariff conrpetition in scheduled air
transport is limited, whereas there is severe price competition with
other forms ofair transport and other transport modes (road, sea, rail).
It could be in the Community's direct interest to promote higher produc-
tivity in air transport. which could lead to lower tariffs. In the Commis-
sion's view, this goal could be achieved by the introduction of several
elements of competition and the creation of openings for innovations.

Lower fares and greater flexibility of air transport services

( Introduction of a third-class fare; low tariffs for a limited number of
seats, subject to the fare being paid far in advance, with no refund or
only partial refund if the passenger postpones his flight; simple ticket
from point of departure to destination, with the possibility of purchasing
additional services, such as reservation, interchangeability, etc.; offer
of a certain percentage of the weekly capacity on particular routes at a
fare not exceeding 50 or 60 Vo of the economy class fare; a European
roundtrip ticket; general introduction of standby tariffs, etc.).

Rules of competition

(The Commission does not yet have any practical means of ensu-
ring that airlines observe the rules of competition in air transport).

Measures to reduce airlines operating costs

Staffpolicy measures concerning the working conditions of aircrew
and ground staff. Mutual recognition of the qualifications of staff.

External relations

(Procedure for consultation between the Member States and the
Commission on the air transport matters dealt with in international
organizations and negotiations with third countries).
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Air trallic control measures and impact on the aerospace industry
. (A lalger volume of ail traffic will lead to higher demand for airclaft

ofl European manufirctule in the Comnrirsion's view. which is why it
wishes to encourilge research forthe development of new nircraft. Bttt a

largel volume of air traffic will also lead to gteater ploblems in the area

of air traffic control. which the Community must itlso face up to).

Gist of the Opinion (*)

The Economic itnd Sociirl Committee adoptetl its Opinion on this
subject by a large majority (2 votes against and 5 irbstentions). It notes
the lack of cooperation irmong the Member States towards setting up a
common air traffic control syslem and improving air traffic control
procedures. lt calls for measures to be taken under the Community
transport policy to plomote air trirnspolt within the Community and free
it of unnecessary con\traint\ and burdens. It expresses its concern
about the consequences o[this lack ofcoordination. which has frequent-
ly led to considerable disruption of air traffic in Eulope and poses a
threat to safety.

On the basis of the Commission's extensive Memorandum. the
ESC takes the view that. in order to remedy these dangerous short-
comings. the Community shoukl initially concentrate on objectives in
the following five areas :

The disruptions affecting air transport are in the main attributable
to shortcomings in air traffic control. These shortcomings should be
tackled with the following aims in mind : an optimum common olganiza-
tion of the airspace. optimum utilization of existing ATC capacity.
development of a homogeneous ATC infi'astructure. routes as direct as
possible. harmonization of standards for the training of ATC personnel
and harmonization of their working conditions. To this end the Commit-
tee attaches greal importllnce to the strengthening of the role of Euro-
con trol.

Secondly. it is necessary to simplify procedures so as to obviate
drawbacks to air transport users. The airlines should prevent over-
booking and improve passenger facilities and services. particularly in
the event of diversions. Controls and handling procedures could easily
be made more flexible.

On the question of competition. the abortive experiments in the
USA should not be copied in the short term. At the same time rules on
competition should be more flexible so as to have a more competitive
system; this is in the interests both of users and civil aviation.

(*) Doc. CES 658/80
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Because of the importance of energy conservation in the Communi-
ty, aviation authorities antl carriers shoukl try to achieve better capacity
utilization on existing services; this could have a flavourable impact on
economic efficiency and prices in air transport,

The rate structure should be as unifornr and clear as possible, with
simplified conditions of carriage and a reduced number of special fares
to make it easier for users to form a picture of what is on offer.

The boom in tourism has enabled charter airlines to expand consi-
derably their share of the Community air transport market. It is in the
interests of the public that scheduled and charter air transport opera-
tions should encourage this trend whilst retaining their own special
features.

The ESC welcomes the fact that the Commission has started to
study the question of inter-regional air transport. In the context of
regional policy, airports and air links could be developed to improve the
situation in regions with poor transport services.

The ESC also calls for the harmonization of labour legislation and
the introduction of a regular system of concentration between em-
ployers and trade unions.

This Opinion was based on material prepared by the Section for
Transport and Communications under the chairmanship of Mrs.
WEBER. Germany - Workers. The Rapporteur was Mr. ZUNKLER

- Germany - Employers.

2. INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS GOVERNING

WORKING CONDITIONS

(own-initiative Opinion)

Development cooperation policy and the economic and social conse-
q ue nc e s of t he ap p lic a t io n of c e rt ain i nt e r nat ional st andard s gove rning
working conditions

Gist of the Opinion (*)

In this Opinion, adopted unanimously less

mittee believes that development cooperation
2 abstentions, the Com-
policy must be chiefly

(*) Doc. CES 667180
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concerned with promoting economic and social progress in the LDCs
and therefore urges the Community to conclude a " social agreement D

with all countries with whom it has or may conclude cooperation agree-
ments.

In view of the failure of previous attempts to insert minimum social
standards in agreements, the Committee has adopted a completely new
approach and defines the objectives of incorporating rules on working
standards in agreements on cooperation and international trade. It then
suggests ways of achieving these objectives.

EC-LDC cooperation should cover all aspects of development
(social, cultural, economic, etc.) and should pave the way for the struc-
tural changes required to fulfil the needs ofthe population and to create
as many jobs as possible. The Committee warns against using minimum
social standards for protectionist ends.

The Comnrittee examines the measures taken by the ILO, GATT,
the EEC and the UN and proposes that the social situation in the LDCs
should be harmonized upwards. The industrialized nations should make
the necessary adjustments to cope with the industrialization of the Third
World. Minimum social standards conducive to justice, freedom and
human dignity must be defined and implemented without infringing
national sovereignty.

The Committee feels that a social agreement is the most appro-
priate way of achieving the proposed objectives. The Contracting Par-
ties should give undertakings on the following issues :

- Ratification of ILO conventions on equitable working standards
conducive to social protection (conventions on trade union and collec-
tive bargaining rights, non-discrimination in employment, restrictions
on child labour, etc.).
- Behaviour of companies investing in LDCs. Such companies would

have to undertake (a) to comply with the tripartite declaration of princi-
ple on multinationals and social policy, particularly the sections on the
promotion of full employment and job security, consultation of workers,
(b) to guarantee proper working, health and safety conditions, (c) not to
downgrade the environment or living conditions.
- Workers from LDCs to enjoy the same rights as EEC nationals when

working in the Community (this clause is already contained in the
second Lom6 Convention).
- Cooperation on technical aid and staff training in environmental

protection and the improvement of working conditions.
In conjunction with the ILO and in the light of consultations with

the social and economic inteiest groups, the parties to development
cooperation agreements would consider cases of noncompliance with
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ILO standards and comrnitments arising lrom the * social agreement ),
and would draw the appropriate conclusions, bearing in mind the level
of development of the countries concerned.

In the spirit of the 1977 ILO Resolution, aid policy and the benefits
granted to LDCs could be modified if it were established beyond doubt
that they had violated labour and trade union rights or commitments
under the ( social agreement >. 

I

This Opinion was basetl on work done by the Section for External
Relations under the chairmanship of Mr. de PRECIGOUT - France -Employers. The Rapporteur was Mr. SOULAT- France - Workers.

3. RADIATION PROTECTION
I

The Draft Proposalfor u Council Direc.tive lul.itrg don'n busic Dteusures
for the radiution protection of persons untlergoittg ntedicul e.uamina-
tiotts or ffeutmcnt

Gist of the draft proposal

The main aim of the Commission's proposal is to bring the radiolo-
gical examination of people within the scope of EURATOM's basic
safety standards: these stipulate that :

- medical exposure to radiation must be kept as low as possible;
- the exposure ofoperators to radiation must bejustified by the advan-

tages which it produces.

The proposal thus stipulates that operators must have the compe-
tence and experience required to ensure that radiation is not used
inappropriately.

The technical quality and radiological safety of all installataions in
operation must also be closely monitored and any obsolete or inade-
quate equipment must be replaced.

collsvs
Text Box

collsvs
Text Box
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Gist of the Opinion (*)

The Economic and Social Committee adopted its Opinion by a large
majority (2 votes against and 3 abstentions). lt welcomes the Commis-
sion's endeavours to tackle the problem of radiological examinations in
view of these examinations importance for public health.

There may be a substantial reduction in unnecessary exposures to
radiation if doctors and technicians receive suitable initial and in-service
training and if information about radiological examinations undergone
previously by patients is passed on.

The Committee also emphasizes the problem of mass radiological
examinations carried out as preventive measure and examinations
undergone at the request ofinsurance companies. In both ofthese cases

it is vital for the examinations to be authorized by a doctor or another
competent body.

As regards the surveillance of radiological installations, it is neces-

sary to compile an inventory of all installations in order to chebk that

they comply with current radiation protection standards.

This. Opinion was based on work prepared by the Section for
Protection of the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Affairs
under the chairmanship of Miss ROBERTS - United Kingdom -
Various Interests. The Rapporteur was Mr. von der DECKEN -
Germany - Various Interests.

4. BIOMOLECULAR ENGINEERING

The Proposalfor a multiannual Community programme of research and
development in biomolecular engineering

Gist of the proposal.

This proposal concerns an indirect action programme (i.e. the
Commission will award research contracts to various research institu-
tes)coveringthe periodfrom l98l to 1985. Itis motivated by the need to
allow the optimal exploration by man of the fundamentals of modern
biology and to stimulate in the Community certain applied fields where

(*) Doc. CES 656/80
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advances have been made in recent yeitrs. primarily by the USA and

Japan. The two main elements to the programme concel'n the develop-

ment of enzy'me reactors use[ul for European industries and the applica-

tion of genetic engineering methods to organisms of importance for
certain industries. The programme consists of six different projects all

within this field.

Gist of the Opinion (*)

In an Opinion. adopted unanimously. the Economic and Social

Committee stresses the importance of biomolecular engineering in the

decades ahead and endorses a proposed programme by the EC Commis-
sion to foster research and development in this field. Furthermore, it
would like to see encouragement for research into biomolecular engi-
neering and faster application by industry of new discoveries so as to

make up the ground already lost by the Community,
Among the points made by the Committee are the following :

- Enzymes, which are already used in a rudimentary way in baking and

brewing, coutd shortly be used on a far greater scale in the chemical and

pharmaceutical industries and in processes to eliminate toxic substan-
ces.

- Moreover, new discoveries will make it easier to produce organisms
with new and important genetic properties. making it possible to trans-

fer genes, produce improved strains of plants and create cereals which

are specially geared to climatic conditions (particularly those of the

developing countries, which do not have such crops)'

- To ensure that any risks which might arise are eliminated, an asses-

sment of the risks to workers' safety and the protection of the environ-
ment must be undertaken at the same time as the projects in the propo-

sed programme. The Commission should prepare a new research pro-
ject centred on safety problems, especially those arising when research

findings are applied in industrY'
- The Committee concludes its Opinion by saying that it attaches a

great deal of importance to the public being informed in good time about

all developments to do with the proposed programme and by regretting
the inadequacy of the funds available for carrying it out.

This Opinion was based on material prepared by the Section.for
Energy and Nuclear Questions under the chairmanship of Mr. HATRY

- Belgium - Employers. The Rapporteur was Mrs' HEUSER -
Germany - Various Interests.

(*) Doc. CES 655i80
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5. OILS AND FATS _ PRODUCER GROUPS

Tlre Pntptt.sul .fitr u Cottttt'il Regulutiou (EEC) umentling Regttlttiotr
trtt. l36166lEEC ttr rlte esrubli.sluut'ttr ttJ'u t'otrtttton orgtniutriott oJ'the
ttutrAe! in oil.s und.fitt.s unl suppletnetttinlt Rcgulutiott (EEC1 No. 1360-
78 ott pntdttcer llroilps ttnd u.ss<t<.iutittu.s tltercoJ'.

Gist of the Commission proposal

The Commission amendments solely concern the operation of olive
oil producet'gt'oups and theil associirtions. These :rmendments seek to :

- confer wider supervistlry powers ttn producer.gt.oups and associa-
tions:
- enable such irssociutions to ilccept. for the put.pose of granting pr.o-

duction aids. individual membership itpplications fr.om producers who
do not market theil own produce:
- speed up rhe payment ol aid:
- e\tend Regulation 1360/78 on producer gr.oups and associations to

cover French olive oil production.

Gist of the Opinion (*)

The Economic and Social Committee adopted its Opinion by a large
majority (2 votes zrgainst and 6 abstentions). It approves the Commis-
sion proposal but would like to see associations also composed of
producer groups including olive grower.s whose production is intende<I
for their own consumption.

The Commission proposal should place an obligation on interven-
tion agencies to accept the pressed olive oil of Community origin offered
by the producer groups and associations recognised under Regulation
No. 360/78/EEC.

This Opinion was based on material plepared by the Section for
Agriculture under the chairmanship of Mr. EMO CAPODILISTA -Italy - Various Interests. The Rapporteur was Mr. RAIN ERO - Italy

- Various Interests.

(*( Doc. CES 660/80
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6. WINE MARKET

Proposalfor u Council Regulation (EEC) amending Regulation (EEC)
No.337 179 on the Common Organisation of the market in x,ine

Gist of the Commission's proposal

It is proposed that certain additions be made to EEC Regulation
No. 337179 in readiness for Greek accession. The main object is to
arrange for resinated wines to come under Community rules. For this
purpose the Commission has drafted special provisions which are to
apply to these products and, in particular, to the oenological practices
admitted and the ban on blending with other wines.

Gist of the Opinion (*) l

The Economic and Social Committee adopted its Opinion unani-
mously. It considers that Greek resinated wine ought to be treated as an

aromatised wine and not, as the Commission proposes, as a table wine.
This would be more consistent with the relevant Community legislation.

Nevertheless, re sinated wine should enjoy the same guarantees as

table wine and be subject to the same pricing arrangements.

The Committee would like the Commission to consult the Scientific
Committee for Food on the adding of Aleppo pine resin.

Resinated wine should only be marketed under a special name to
prevent any confusion with traditional table wines or quality wines
p.s.r.

This Opinion was based on material prepared by the Section for
Agriculture under the chairmanship of Mr. EMO CAPODILISTA -Italy - Various Interests. The Rapporteur was Mr. OGNIBENE -Italy - Various Interests.

(*) Doc. CES 661/80
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7. VINES

Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) amending Regulation (EEC)

No. 456180 on the granting of temporary and permanent abondonment
premiums in respect of certain areas under vines und of prentiums for
the renunciation of replanting

Gist of the Commission's proposal

The object of the Commission's proposal is to make applicable in
the delimited production area for spirits with the designation . Arma-
gnac > the general system of temporary abandonment premiums provi-
ded for in Regulation (EEC) No. 456/80 (OJ No. L 57 of 29 February
r980).

Gist of the Opinion (*)

The Economic and Social Committee adopted its Opinion unani-
mously less 3 abstentions. It approved the Commission's proposal and
asked that the grubbing-up operations in the Armagnac area be carried
out as far as possible in those vineyards which were least suited to
producing quality spirits.

This Opinion was based on material prepared by the Section for
Agriculture under the chairmanship of Mr. EMO CAPODILISTA -Italy - Various Interests. The Rapporteur was Mr. LAUGA - France

- Various Interests,

E. LES$FAVOURED AREAS OF NORTHERN IRELAND

Proposalfor a Council Regulation (EEC)for the stimulation of agricul-
tural development in the les-sfavoured areas of Northern Ireland

Glst of the Commlsslon proposal

Given the particularly depressed state of farming in the less favou-
red areas of Northern Ireland, the deficiencies of agricultaral structures

(*) Doc. CES 66240
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and the dependence ofthese areas on beefcattle and sheep production,
the Commission proposes for the less favoured areas of Northern Ire-
land three specific measures :

- the improvement of agricultural and local roads;

- land improvement, including field drainage, land reclamation and
pasture improvement;
- the development and orientation of farm production.

A 50 %o Community aid is proposed because of the acuteness of the
problems of this peripheral region of the Community.

Gist of the Opinion (*)

The Economic and Social Committee adopted its Opinion unani-
mously. It acknowledges the economic and social difficulties of the

agricultural sector in Northern Ireland and in the les-sfavoured areas in
particular and therefore welcomes the Commission's proposal to pro-
vide aid to this area.

The Rapporteur-General was Mr. HALL - United Kingdom -
Various Interests.

9. CATTLEFEED SECTORS IN NORTHERN IRELAND

Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) on a common measure to
improve the conditions under which agricultural products in the eggs,
poultrymeat, cereals and cattlefeed sectors in Northern lreland are
processed and marketed

Gist'of the Commlssion proposal

Given the unfavourable conditions for major crop production in
Northern Ireland, many farm holdings have concentrated on intensive
breeding such as pigmeat production, eggs and poultry. They are facing
particularly serious problems with 85 % of supplies of feedingstuffs for
poultry coming from outside and about two-thirds of outlets overseas,
and with very tight profit margins.

(*) Doc. CES 663/80
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Rationalization and modernization necessitates substantial aid,
particularly in Northern Ireland where the economic situation makes
self-fi nancing very diflicult.

Gist of the Opinion (r')

The Economic and Social Committee adopted its Opinion unani-
mously. It approves the proposals while suggesting the addition of pig
meat to the sectors covered. It also requests the Commission to examine
means of providing more immediate aid than that proposed, given the
urgency of the problems in Northern Ireland.

The Rapporteur-General was Mr. HALL - United Kingdom -Various Interests.

rO. TEXTILE NAMES

Proposalfor a council Directive amending Directive 7l1307/EEC on the
appro.rimation of the lax,s of the Member States relating to textile
names

Gist of the proposed Directive

Council Directive 7l/307lEEC which introduced compulsory uni-
form labelling oftextile products on the basis oftheir fibre content (both
quantitative and qualirative), made it possible to bring about the free
movement of these products within the common market. It also ensured
to a great extent the information of the consumers who are today able to
ascertain the composition of the articles available for sale.

It has emerged, however, that there are many differences in the
application and interpretation of this Directive; in some cases there is a
risk that these differences will restrict the free movement of textile
products, reduce orjeopardize information for consumers or place the
industry in a difficult position.

The main reasons for this situation are that the Directive is ill-suited
to new products, the Community regulations are incomplete, some
definitions or exceptions are ambiguous and general (which has meant
that they have sometimes been applied and interpreted differently in the

(*) Doc. CES 664180
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Member States), some of thr: provisions do not make sufficient allow-
ance for the typical features of some branches of the textile industry or
marketing practices for certirin products, etc.

The present proposal aims as far as possible to eliminate these
obstacles by amending Directive 711307/EEC and Annexes III and IV.

Gist of the Opinion (*)

In its Opinion, adopted unanimously, the Committee welcomes the
Commission's proposal for a Directive, particularly the suggested inclu-
sion ofstrips and tubes and the mention, in certain cases, of percentage
composition and permitted tolerances.

Nevertheless information given on labels should always be posi-
tive. It also regards as just the right of Member States to require that
textile products sold on thr:ir territory be labelled in their national
language insofar as this is necessary for consumer information and for
textile fibre names which have negligible differences. Nevertheless the

Committee recognizes that the practice " negligible differences , may
be exploited as coined names for imitation products, particularly for
luxury fibres.

It is therefore opposed to the whole of Annex V which lists names
that have to be accepted ifgiven in any one ofthe six languages ofthe
Community.

For synthetic fibres, the problem is somewhat different because
people are not yet used to these names; the sensible way to harmonize
names would be to have one common name for each fibre in all coun-
tries.

The use of the word ( nlinimum , after the names of mixed fibres
which are known as to quality and quantity and which constitute not less
than40 Voof the finished prorJuct, is bound to create doubts in the minds
of the majority of consumers about the real percentage of the tibre or
fibres indicated.

Finally, the Committee urges rapid adoption of the Directive and
stresses the need to set up effective bodies to monitor its implementa-
tion.

This Opinion was based on material prepared by the Section for
Industry, Commerce, Crafts and Services under the chairmanship of Mr
van CAMPEN - Netherlancls - Employers. The Rapporteur was Miss
ROBERTS - United King<lom - Various Interests.

(*) Doc. CES 666/80
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11. SWINE FEVER

Proposalfor a Council Directive prolonging certain derogations gran-
ted to Denmark, Ireland and the United Kingdom in respect of swine
fever

Gist of the Commission proposal

The Commission proposes that the derogations granted to Den-
mark, Ireland and the United Kingdom in respect of swine fever under
Council Directive 80/218/EEC should be extended until 3l October
1980; this is to give the Member States sufficient time to implement the
measures necessary for the adoption of the Common rules proposed by
the Commission to combat this disease.

Gist of the Opinlon (*)

The Economic and Social Committee adopted its Opinion unani-
mously less 3 abstentions. It notes that, concurrently with this proposal,
the Commission has submitted proposals intended to ensure that the
present level of protection for Denmark, Ireland and the United King-
dom is maintained.

The Committee will endeavour to issue an Opinion on these propo-
sals so that the general programme of the Commission and the Council is
not delayed.

Subject to these comments, the Commission's proposal is appro-
ved.

This Opinion was based on material prepared by the Section for
Agriculture under the chairmanship of Mr. EMO CAPODILISTA -Italy - Various Interests. The Rapporteur was Mr. WICK - Germany

- Employers.

12. SAFETY BELTS

Proposal for a Council Directive amending Council Directive 77154t-
EEC on the Approximation of the Laws of the Member States relating to
Safety Belts and Restraint Systems of Motor Vehicles;

(*) Doc. CES 659/80
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Proposol for a Council Directive amending Council Directive 76lll5-
EEC on the Approximation of the Laws of the Member States relating to
Anchorages for Motor-Vehicle Safety Belts;

Proposal for a Council Directive amending Council Directive 741408-

EEC on the Approximation of the Laws ofthe Member States relating to
the Interior Fittitrgs of Motor Vehicles (Strength of Seats and of their
Anchorages).

Gist of the Commission proposals

Directit'e 77 /541 /EEC -
Safet), Belts and Restraint Systems

The Directive concerns vehicles of category Ml (vehicles used for
the carriage of passengers and comprising no more than nine seats,
including that of the driver). But as two Member States have recently
said they intend to make safety belts compulsory on the front seats of
vehicles in categories M2 ans Nl (vehicles used for the carriage of
passengers, comprising more than nine seats and having a maximum
weight not exceeding 5t, and vehicles used for the carriage ofgoods and
having a maximum weight not exceeding.3.5t respectively), and it is in
the general interest that the Directive's scope be extended to all vehicle
categories, the Commission proposes making belts compulsory on vehi-
cles in categories Ml, Nl and M2. Manufacturers of vehicles in other
categories will have the chance of obtaining EEC type approval for
vehicles fitted with safety belts. In view of the competition in this sector,
this would certainly promote the fitting of safety belts to such vehicles.

Directive 76/l l5|EEC - Safety Belt Anchorages

The Commission is proposing to extend the scope of the present
Directive to cover vehicles other than those in category Ml, so that in
future they will incorporate anchorages for certain types of safety belt,
at least in the case offront seats and any seat which has no other seat in
front of it.

Directiye 741408|EEC -
Strength of Seats and Their Anchorages

This Directive does not allow EEC type approval of a vehicle if its
seats incorporate built-in seat belt anchorages. But for some time now
European Manufacturers have increasingly favoured the attachment of
anchorages to the seat itself. This improves the fit of the belt for the
wearer and the comfort of the belt, thus making it more acceptable to a
greater number of motorists.
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As this has a direct and positive effect on passenger safety, it seems
advisable to encourage manufacturers to fit anchorages in such a way by
giving them the opportunity of obtaining EEC type approval for vehicles
which are so equipped.

Gist of the Opinion (*)

In its unanimous Opinion the Committee approves the principle
behind these three proposals for Directives which, by bringing all cate-
gories of motorvehicles within the scope of the previous Directives, will
help to increase safety for vehicfe drivers and passengers.

However, in view of the fact that the technical annexes to these
Directives only concern vehicles of category Ml and that they need
amending in the light of the proposed extension of the Directives them-
selves, the Committee considers that this extension should not enter
into force until the amended technical annexes are ready.

Furthermore, the Committee would like to see certain technical
points in the Directives clarified.

This Opinion was based on material prepared by the Section for
Industry, Commerce, Crafts and Services under the chairmanship of
Mr. van CAMPEN - Netherlands - Employers. The Rapporteur was
Mr. MASPRONE - Italy - Employers.

13. FLAX AND HEMP

Proposalfor a Council Regulation (EEC) Amending Regulation (EEC)
No. 1308170 on the common Organization of the Market in Flax and
Hemp
Proposalfor a Council Regulation (EEC) on the Measures Encouraging
the Use of Flax Fibresfor the 198011981 and l98l 11982 Marketing Years

Gist of the Commission proposals

The first proposal is intended to supplement Regulation (EEC)
No. 1308/70 by encouraging the use of textile flax in the Community via
advertizing campaigns on flax qualities beamed at Community users
and, also, by seeking new outlets and improved products. These mea-

(*) Doc. CES 651/80
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sures will be applied whenever the Council ascertains or fears a prolon-
ged supply/demand imbalance. Each time it decides to apply such
measures, the Council will also set the overall amount for financing
them. It is proposed that flax growers and Community flax fibres produ-
cers should contribute to this financing. In this connection, the Council
will also decide what proportion of the aid granted for flax (maximum
5 Vo of the aid in force) would not be paid to beneficiaries but allocated to
the financing of these measures. The overall amount would not be more
than double the financial contribution of the beneficiaries of the aid for
such measures. The Commission will submit an appropriate programme
whenever the Council decides to avail itself of such measures.

In view of the market situation, the Commission also proposes that,
forthe I980/81 and l98l/82 marketing years, measures should be taken
to encourage the use of flax fibres in the Community, as laid down in
Article 2 of Regulation (EEC) No. 1308/70.

Considering the time necessary for setting up and carrying out these
measures, there is a case for proceeding step by step not only as regards
the overall arnount to be allocated but also for the financial outlay to be
borne by the beneficiaries.

With this in mind, it is proposed :

- to earmark 600,000 ECU for the 1980/81 marketing year and
1.200,000 ECU for the l98l/82 marketing year;
- that the proportion of aid not paid out to be beneficiaries should be

7.755 ECU/ha for 1980/81 (3Vo of ald for that marketing year) and
12.40 ECU/ha for l98l/82 (4-8 %o of aid for 1980/81).

Gist of the Opinlon (*)

The Economic and Social Committee/ unanimously adopted its
Opinion endorsing the first proposal.

It feels that the funds earmarked in the second proposal, for the
1980/ 198 I marketing year should be more on a par with those earmarked
for l98l/1982.

While stopping short of the ceiling specified in Article 2 (2) ot
Regulation 1308/?0, as amended, the Commission contribution could be
more or less the same as the amount deducted from aid.

This Opinion was based on material prepared by the Section for
Agriculture under the chairmanship of Mr. EMO CAPODILISTA -Italy - Various Interests. The Rapporteur was Mr. BERNAERT -Bilgium - Employers.

(r) Doc. CES 652/80
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14. PREMIUM FOR THE BIRTH OF CALVES

Proposalfor a Council Regulation (EEC) on the Grant of u Premiutnfor
the Birth of Calves during the I98018l Marketing Year

Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) Continuing for the l98018l
Marketing Year the Premiumfor the Slaughter of Certain Adult Bovine
Animals Provided for in Regulation (EEC) No. 870177

Gist of the Commission proposal

During the discussion by the Council of the proposals fixing the
prices for certain agricultural products and certain related measures
(Doc. COM(80) l0 final) a large consensus emerged for the continuation
of the two systems of premium in force in the beef sector (premium for
the birth of calves and a slaughter premium for certain bovine animals).

These proposals will permit the Council to adopt this measure
formally.

Gist of the Opinion (*)

The Economic and Social Committee unanimously adopted its
Opinion approving the Commission's proposal.

This Opinion was based on materidl prepared by the Section for
Agriculture under the chairmanship of Mr. EMO CAPODILISTA -Italy - Various Interests. The Rapporteur was Mr. SCHNIEDERS -
Germany - Employers.

15. HOPS

Proposal for a Council Regulation (EEC) layin7 down, in respect of
hops, the amount of aid to producers for the 1979 harvest

Gist of the Commission proposal

In view of developments on the Community and world hops
markets, the Commission has proposed the following amounts of aid for
the 1979 harvest :

(*) Doc. CES 653/80
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Group of varieties

Aromatic varieties
Bitter varieties
Other varieties

Aid in ECU/ha

250

200
250

Gist of the Opinion (*)

The Economic and Social Committee unanimously adopted its
Opinion approving the Commission proposal.

This Opinion was based on material prepared by the Section for
Agriculture under the chairmanship of Mr. EMO CAPODILISTA -
Italy - Various Interests. The Rapporteur was Mr. BERNAERT -
Belgium - Employers.

16. BIODEGRADABILITY

Proposalfor a Council Directive on the approximation of the la*,s of the
Member States relating to methods of testittg the biodegradability of
non-ionic surfactants and amending Directive 731404lEEC

Gist of the Commission's proposal

This proposal for a Directive ties in with Directive No. 73l404/EEC
relating to detergents.

It stipulates that a non-ionic detergent must not be placed on the
market if it is determined that the level of biodegradability of the non-
ionic surfactants it contains is less than 80 Vo, and provides that the
methods used for this determination shall be those of the OECD, the
Federal Republic of Germany, France and the United Kingdom.

It gives temporary exemption for certain uses (unavoidable for
technical reasons) of non-ionic surfactants with a biodegradability of
less than 80 %.

Finally, a procedure to be followed in the event of dispute is laid
down (OECD confirmatory t_est).

(*) Doc. CES 654/80
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Gist of the Opinion (*)

The Economic and Social Committee adopted its Opinion unani-
mously.

It recognized that it was advisable and necessary to issue directives
designed to ensure better protection for the environment and lead to a
standardization of methods of analysis and accepted the temporary
exemption (until 3l December 1984) for certain uses of non-ionic surfac-
tants with a biodegradability of less than 80 %.

However, as it was stated in the recitals of the proposal that " small
quantities of certain non-ionic surfactants of low biodegradability must
be used for some purposes because oftechnical problems and in order to
prevent other undesirable effects on health and the environment ,, the
Committee wondered why provision was made for a very general
exemption in Article 4.

This Opinion was based on material prepared by the Section for
Industry, Commerce, Crafts and Services under the chairmanship of
Mr. van CAMPEN - Netherlands - Employers. The Rapporteur was
Mr. RAMAEKERS - Belgium - Various Interests.

The Committee also adopted certain changes to its Rules of proce-
dure designed to improve the way in which it operated and make the
purpose of its work clearer.

From now on, any member of the Committee who is unable to
participate in its proceedings may arrange to be represented by an
alternate for the proceedings ofthe study groups to which he belongs.
The alternate must be a national of the same Member State and belong to
the same category of economic and social activity as the member of the
Committee. Hi is to carry out the same duties in the study groups as the
member whom he replaces.

In addition, when one of the Groups formed within the Committee
or one of the categories of economic and social activity represented
thereon adopts a divergent but uniform standpoint on a matter submit-
ted to the Plenary Session for examination, their position can be summa-
rized in a brief statement to be appended to the Opinion, where the
debate on the matter in question has been concluded by a roll-call vote.

(*) Dbc. CES 657/80
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_Itr_
EXTERNAL RELATIONS

Statement by the Chairman

Between the l79th and l80th Plenary Sessions the Chairman of the
Coinmittee, Mr Raffaele VANNI, met the following people and atten-
ded the following meetings :

- Meeting between ACP and EEC social partners

On 30 and 3l May a Committee delegation led by the Chairman
attended the meeting in Geneva between ACP and EEC social partners
under the auspices of the ACP-EEC Consultative Assembly. The
Committee had been closely involved in the organization of the meeting
and one of its members, Mr MARGOT, presented a working dosument
entitled : " Small and medium-sized enterprises within the context of
ACP-EEC industrial cooperation " on behalf of the ESC'delegation.

This annual meeting which exists as a result of close cooperation
between the European Parliament and the Economic and Social Com-
mittee. was devoted for the first time this year to the discussion of a
specific problem. This was in accordance with the wishes expressed by
participants at the previous year's meeting.

The appropriate authorities of the Committee will no doubt bi
called upon to give consideration - in the light of the positive but
unavoidably limited experiences so far - to the role thd Committee can
play to ensure that the new Lom6 Convention is implemented more
satisfactorily.

- Meetlng with Mr. Blanchard, Dlrector.General of iLO

At the same meeting the Committee Chairman also had the oppor-
tunity to meet the Director-General of the ILO, Mr BLANCHARD. In
view of the ILO's long experience with problems facing the devetoping
countries, the Chairman invited Mr BLANCHARD to participate in the
work of one of the next Plepary Sessions of the Committee.

- Vidt to Portugal

The Chairman gave the official opening address at the CIRIEC
Congress .(Centre International de Recherches et d'Information sur
I'dconomie publique, sociale et coopdrative) held in Lisbon on 2 June.
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In his speech the Chairman laid great emphasis on the role of the public
and cooperative sectors of the economy in finding a way out of the
present economic crisis.

The Chairman's presence in Lisbon gave him the opportunity to
meet representatives of the Portuguese Government and the various
socio-economic interest groups in Portugal. Talks with these represen-
tatives mostly dealt with the objectives of the enlargement conference
being arranged by the Committee.

- Visit to Strasbourg

Within the context of relations with the European Parliament, the
Chairman was invited to speak at meetings of the following parliamen-
tary groups : the European Democratic Group and the Communist and
Allies'Group.

The aim of the Chairman's introduction and of the speeches of
various parliamentarians was to strengthen relations between the
Parliament and the Committee. The possibility which the Committee
Chairman had to meet various parliamentary groups - a possibility
which had not been given before - was particularly valuable because it
gave members of the European Parliament ample opportunity to
become familiar with the role and activities of the Committee.

Whilst in Strasbourg the Chairman had talks with the Secretary-
General of the Council of Europe, Mr KARASEK, who was warmly
thanked for helping to reinforce the links between the Council of Europe
and the Economic and Social Committee. The Chairman invited Mr
KARASEK to attend the Committee's Plenary Session during the draw-
ing up of the Opinion on the < Memorandum on the Accession of the
European Communities to the Convention for the Protection of Human
Rights and Fundamental Freedoms ".
- Meeting with EEC permanent representatives

The Chairman of COREPER, Ambassador PLAJA, invited the
Committee Chairman to meet the Permanent Representatives to the
European Community. This meeting gave the Committee Chairman the
opportunity to express his satisfaction with the efforts made to put
relations between the Council and the Committee on a more systematic
footing. He was also able to draw the attention of the Permanent Repre-
sentatives to the need to (a) consolidate the improved relations between
the Council and the ESC and (b) give the Committee rhe means it needed
to be able to satisfactorily perform the functions assigned to it under the
Treaties.
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In addition to this representative meeting, the Chairman also had
talks with the Permanent Representatives of the following Member
States : the Netherlands (Ambassador RUTTEN), Italy (Ambassador
PLAJA), Ireland (Ambassador DILLON).

***
The Chairman also met the following personalities :.Mr CARLI

(President of UNICE), Mr BLUME (President of the Consumers'
Association) and Mr STINGL (President of the Federal Institution for
Labour Affairs).

The Chairman also attended the l4th Congress of the CGT-FO
Confederation (Bordeaux, l7 June); the seminar organized by the
European Circle in Rome on industrial relations in the Community; and
the General Assembly of SEPLIS.

*
*:*
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' -IV-
NEW REQUESTS FOR OPINTONS

During the month of June, the Council requested the Committee to
deliver Opinions on :

Proposals for Council Directives applying to :

I. Electric x'ashing ntachines

II. Electric dishruashers (cold v,ater feed only)
IlL Refrigerators, freeT.ers and combined refrigeratorlfreezers
Council Directive 791530lEEC concerning energy consumption label-
line
(COM(80) 193 final).
Proposal for a Council Directive amending Directives 65/64|EEC and
75/3 l9lEEC on the approxinration of laws, regulations and administra-
tive provisions on proprietary medicinal products
(COM(80) 277 Jinal).
Proposalfor a Council Directive determining the scope of Article 14 (l)
(d) of Directive 77 1388/EEC on exentpting from value-added tax certain
definitive imports of goods
(COM(80) 258 Jinal)
Proposalfor a Directive on the evaluation of the environment impact of
certain public and private x,orks
(COM(80) 313 final).
Draft Council Directive approximating the laws on aromatics used in
food and in the ingredients from which food products are made
(COM(80) 286 final)
Draft Council Regulation amending, with respect to private-sector em-
ployees, the provisions of Regulation No. 140817l on social security
arr(tngementsfor wage-earners and members of theirfamily who move
from one Member State to another
(COM(80) 312 final).
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-v-
PROVISIONAL PROGRAMME OF FUTURE WORK

September 1980 Plenary Session

Opinions requested by the Institutions

- Transport infrastructure support
- Development of transport infrastructures
- Regional transport statistics
- Saint-Geours Report (long-term energy consumption)
- Perflormance of heat generators
- Second Lomd Convention
- Quota-free aid - Regional Policy (Additional Opinion)
- Whale products
- Scientific and technical training
- VAT-final importation of goods

October l9E0 Plenary session

Opinions requested by the Institutions

- Income tax provisions with respect to
workers

- Legal expenses insurance
- Pesticide residues in cereals
- Dangerous substances
- Recovery and re-use of waste paper
- Proprietary medicinal products

freedom of movement for

- Energy consumption of household appliances
- Annual report on the economic situation

Later Plenary Sessions

- Conservation of wild animals
- Measures to combat swine fever
- New information technologies
- Flavourings
- Environmental impact of public works

Own-initiative Opinions

- Competition policy
- European Regional Development Fund annual report
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- DNA conjectural risks (genetic engineering)
- Consistency of external policies
- Integrated Operations - Regional Policy
- Turkey
- Agricultural aspects of the negotiations with Spain

Informatlon report

- Common agricultural policy
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-vI-
MEMBER'S NEWS

Mr. Hatry appointed Belgian Minister of Finance

Th'e Committee, meeting in Plenary Session on 2-3 July, applauded
the appointment of one of its members, Mr Paul HATRY, to the post of
Belgian Minister of Finance.

While regretting the loss of one of its leading members, the Commit-
tee's Chairman, Mr Raffaele VANNI, praised the work of Mr HATRY
who, as Chairman of the Section for Energy and Nuclear Questions, had
played a very important role in Committee proceedings.

Mr HATRY, in turn, was grateful for the experience he had gained

on the Committee in the fields of industrial relations and European
affairs. That experience would be ofgreat help in his new post, he said'

***
New Committee member

-' The Council of Ministers has appointed Mrs. S. LOCCUFIER a

member of the Economic and Social Committee in place of the late Mr.
DE RIDDER.

Mr. LOCCUFIER is a professor at the Free University of Brussels.
He will be a member of the Committee's Group III (Various Interests).
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